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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is a penetration testing method?
A. Calling the target's helpdesk, requesting a password reset
B. War driving from a target's parking lot to footprint the
wireless network
C. Searching the WHOIS database for administrator contact
information
D. Running a port scanner against the target's network

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are developing a SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS)
method for Company.com.
There are some components listed below:
A hierarchy called Test in a time dimension called DimTestTime
A method called SalesNumber You decide to increase codes to the
cube's calculation
11. . . .
12 Freeze([Measures].[ SalesNumber],
13 [DimTestTime].[ Test].[Quarter].[Q0 2008]);
14. . . .
For every month in the second quarter of 2008, not only should
you add the value of the SalesNumber measure through 80%. But
also you should make sure that the value for the second quarter
of 2008 keeps common.
Which is the correct answer?
A. You should increase codes below at line 14.
Scope([Measures].[DimTime].[Date].[Quarter].[Q0 2008]);This=
[DimTime].[Date].currentmember * 3;End Scope;
B. You should increase codes below at line 11. Scope([Measures]
SalesNumber],Descendants([DimTestTime]. [ Test].[Second].[ Q0
2008][ DimTestTime].[ Test].[ Second]));This=[ [ Test]
[Second].currentmember * 1.5; End Scope;
C. You should increase codes below at line 14 [
SalesNumber],Descendants([DimTestTime].[ Test].[Quarter]. [Q0
2008][ DimTestTime].[ Test].[Month]));This=[ DimTestTime].[
Test].currentmember * 5;End Scope;
D. You should increase codes below at line 11.
Scope([Measures].[ SalesNumber],[ DimTestTime].[ Test].
[Quarter]. [Q0 2008]);End Scope;
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following nodes of the decision tree analysis
represents the start point of decision tree?
A. is incorrect. Decision nodes represents the choice available
to the decision maker,
usually between a risky choice and its non-risky counterpart.
B. Event node
C. Decision node
D. End node
E. Root node
F. is incorrect. Event node represents the possible uncertain
outcomes of a risky decision,
with at least two nodes to illustrate the positive and negative
range of events.
G. Explanation:

Root node is the starting node in the decision tree.
Answer: A,E,F,G
Explanation:
is incorrect. End node represents the outcomes of risk and
decisions.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company has a Fibre Channel environment and wants to connect
a new host in a remote data center using 50/125um OM2
multi-mode fiber cable and needs to support 2 Gb speeds. What
is the maximum distance of the cable run supported in this
situation?
A. 50/125um OM2 multi-mode fiber cable supports up to 300
meters at 2 Gb.
B. 50/125um OM2 multi-mode fiber cable supports up to 10000
meters at 2 Gb.
C. 50/125um OM2 multi-mode fiber cable supports up to 500
meters at 2 Gb.
D. 50/125um OM2 multi-mode fiber cable supports up to 150
meters at 2 Gb.
Answer: A
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